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CHARLES BOYER AND MARGARET SULLAVAN IN 'BACK STREET' AT FULTON THEATRE SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY
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'ROTARY CLUB HAS
SOUTH FULTON BOYS BOB WHITE ELECTED I. C HELPS BUSINESS LIFE HERE
WIN OBION TOURNEY C OF C PRESIDENT
LADIES' NIGHT
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The South Fultan Red Devils
were victorious in the finals of the
Obion County basketball tournament. played Saturday night in
Obion, winn'ng over the Union
City team. 42 to 22. The Dixie
girls won the girls' championship
honois by defeating Rives, 41 to
38, in one of the best games ever
played in the girls' finals.
The Red Devils. led by liar1.40041 WHO scored 24 points. defeated the Union City tcam with
After the first quarter,
ease.
when the local boys led 9 to 7, the
Red Devils pulled away from their
opponents. piling up a lead the
Tornades could never overtake.
McKinney, House aad MeConnell
also deserve credit for South Fulton's fine showing in the tournament.
Lineup:
Union City 22
Pos. S. Fulton 42
J McAdoo 3
F—McKinney 8
Ilovsard
F—Ifouse 6
Kemp 6
C—McConnell 1 .
. Killion 5
G—Woodruff
Dunn 2
G—Ilarwood 24 .
Fulton:
Substitutions — South
Wall 3, Yates, Dyer, Brundigc:
Union City: Norrid 4, G. McAdoo 2,
In reaching the finals the Red
Devils defeated Troy 30 to 11. Friday night and in the semi-finals
Saturday afterncon. they won ove7
Rives 31 to 21.
After the final game Saturday
night Caunty Superintendent Milton Hamilton presented trophies to
the winning teams and announced
the All-Star teams, which were
picked by the coaches for the first
time in the history of Die tournament.
Included on the boys' team were
Harwood. who was named captain, NicKinney 'and McConnell.
all of South Fulton.
The South Fulton girls were defeated in their first game when
they lost to Troy 46 to 24 Thursday night.
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The Fulton Chamber of Commerce met Monday night when the
annual election of officers and directors was held. R. If White was
chosen as the new president, succeeding Hoyt Moore, who has serv
ed in that capacity for the past two
years, and was named vice-president of the organization. Joe Davis
was elected as secretary. and Mrs.
Mary Boyd as assistant secretary.
Louis Kasnow was returned to the
office of treasurer.
The new board of directors is
reimposed of J. If. Moore, R. E.
Sanford. Smith Atkins, Louis Kasnow, J. O. Lewis, Joe Davis, Ernest Fall, Sr, R. If. White and Bert
Newhouse.
The chief topic of discussion pertained to the construction of a
new school building to replace
Carr-Institute. Se seral schools in
this vicinity have recently born
visited by members of the school
board, and it is believed that the
chances are good for obtaining a
new building here at an approximate cost of $90.000, with WPA asOf this amount approxisistance
mately $45,000 of the expense will
have to be borne by the local school
district. according to J. O. Lewis,
superintendent of the city schools.
Several talks were made by various members. B. A. Reiss reported that steady progress is being
maca• on the livestock and poultry'
program in this vicinity

Central System Pays Out
Average of $14,001 Each Week
In Fulton
- --Far many decades railroading has
played a major role in the business
The
life of Fulton and vicinity
Illinois Central System contributes
$14,002 each week to this community in the form of payroll, purchases, v.aiter, power, taxes, etc., or
a total 0( $728,108 per year.
'Having just closed 42 years of
service with the Illinois Central
System. three of whiclf were in the
ticket office at Fulton, and the
past sixteen years as freight agent
here, I wish to express my sincere
appreciation for the splendid volume of business that has been given us," C. R. Coliins, said this
week. "Our rail service has been
improved until we now have overnight freight service from Louisville and Memphis, and second day
deliveries from St. Louis and Chicago. Our passenger trains are
air-conditioned,
streamlined and
and the fastest that can be made
and first clas.s service in every detail and very reasonable, rates. We
have- a home institution. We have
home draymen to make our deliveriee. merchants, schools, insurance
companies. building and loan ascommunity
churches,
sociation,
funds. doctors. garages and other
institutions share in the Illinois
Central System's contribution."

The Ladies' night dinner and
program. given annually by the
Fulton Rotary Club, was held
Tuesday night at the First Methodist church, with seventy persons
present. The church rooms were
beautifully decorated, under the
supervision of W. K. Morgan of
Greenville, Ky. The ceiling was
covered with a large American
flag. made of red, white and blue
crepe paper. Also used in decorating were the Rotary Club banner. a large picture of George
Washington and a shield of the
United States, 8x6 feet, v.ilich was
used behind the speakers table. A
delicious dinner wa.s served by
ladies of the church.

New School Building
Is Planned By Board
TWO PLANS HAVE BEEN DISCUSSED; DETAILS
BEING WORKED OUT

WPA Aid Would Be Available;
Milldam Would Coat About
$110,000
-• -Today Fulton High Saul Eas a
• The Fulton School Board Eat
school band that ranks with the
held several meetings in the past
best 1I1 the state, but it has taken
few days, with the determination
several years patient and hard
work to bring about this accom- to work out and instigate a plan by
which a new scheysi building 0;11'
plishment.
Fifty-six boys
and
girls compose the musical aggre- be erected at an approximate coat
of $110,000. Of this amount about
gation, which is under the direction
$45,000 would be furnished by the_
and supervision of Yewell Harrilot•al scHool district. The new
son, principal of Caer-Instaute.
'building would replace old CarrHerbert Goulder, president of the
Mr. Harrison came to Fulton in
Institute building, which hae been
club, acted as master of ceremon- the fall of
1937 from Lone Oak near
in service since 1884, arid has been
ies and introduced John Earle. Paducah. lie had been
IA that
condemned. This year $1200 was
chairman of the program commit- community for
eight years, having
expended Mon- the grade sehonl
tee, who announced the program. organized school
bands at Reid could be used. and the building le
Dr. James H. Richmond of Murray hind,
Heath and L,one Oak. After
in such bad state of repair that an
State College was the principal thres years
each of these schools
expenditure of at least $10,000
speaker and gave a splendid ad- named band
masters. and Mr. Harwould be required in order to condress on ''Americanism." Mr. Price rison took up
regular duties at
tinue the use of this building. Then
Doyle. head of the Music Depart- Lone
Oak. His former home was
ment at Murray, was presented and at Murray where he attended col- it would still be obsolete in style
he sang two solos, "At the Postern lege, and Fulton was fortunate in and conveniences, without modern
Gate" and 'VII, Danny Boy" A obtaining a band director so well and improved lighting. ventilation
and other facilities.
girls' string quartet was also pres- qualified for the job here.
ent from Murray and they played
Half Century In Service
The Fulton bane, has participated
several selections.
Carr-Institute vsas erected in
The remainder of the program in many local, civic events. and al1884, having served 57 years a3
was presented informally, when so numerous celebrations in other
one of tne most historic educationthose present were asked to choose communities. including the Strawal institutions of this section.
a queen, and several men and wo- berry Festival at Humboldt. the
Thousands of school children havethe
Dyersburg,
at
Carnival
tell
to
Cotton
on
their
called
were
men
Fulton being located in the heart
passed through its portals. More
Paducah,
at
Festival
At
Strawberry
moment
embarrassing
most
ea a fine agricultural section is the
than a half century of service is an
Hancock Named As
at
Program
Day
Arrnistice
the
entire
the
dinner
the
of
close
the
unusual record, and it has been
Assistant Agent marketing center for many farm
"God Bless Cairo, the Obion County Fair. the
pmducts. Last year more than $2.- group oined in singing
felt by many of Fulton's civic leadMurray,
at
contests
band
annual
was America"
ers and citizens that the city needs
Curtis Hancock. native of Fulton 500,000 worth of livestock
where superior rating in Class C
here.
county, and son of S. E. Hancock shipped from the stock yards
Mr. to take definite steps now to obyear
This
won.
was
division
protain a neve building. while federal
of this county. has been named as Shipment of cream, poultry.
Harrison expects to enter the band
that Eight Injured In
aid can be secured. The time has
the new assistant county agent of duce and grain totaled nearly
B.
Class
under
Car Wreck Saturday in the contests
farmine
arrived when the old building is
McCracken county, and assumea much more. Diversified
which is a higher division. Memaf liveno longer suitable or safe for the
his duties on alonday of this week. and steady improvement
an bers of the band and instruments
in
injured
wree
persons
Eight
produce
farm
children wale must attend tee publiancock came to Paducah from stock. poultry and
in this. automobile accident Saturday af- are as follows!
Clark county. in the Bluegrass sec- has raised the farm income
of
Norintersection
the
at
ternoon
Mary
Atkins.
Clarinets—Carolyn
of
methods
Improved
Two Plans Being Considered
tion, where he served as assistant vicinity.
cash man and Walnut streets, where a Browder Paschall, Miriam Cooke.
Two plan. are being considered
county agent since his graduation farming. soil sonservation.
of
Canten
Evans,
driven
Leon
by
truck
Mae
Sara
Hardy.
Virginia
the inaugura.
by the school board. One proposfrom the University of Kentucky crop production and
electrification has Dukedom collided with a car driv- Mary Neil Jones. Elizabeth Roberts, al would erect only a new grade
Kiddie Rand Has
College of Agriculture in February. tion of rural
airs.
Ginglce
Guy
Brady,
airs.
by
en
Margaret
Browder.
Miriam
school building, while other includes
Thirty-One Members 1940. At the university lie majored brought about a higher standard of ("angles suffered a chest injury and
Marilyn flarpole. Virginia Howard. construction of a building that
rural areas. Tha l
in soils, agronomy. animal hus- living in the
ocLuten
Other
head.
the
about
Nell
cuts
McCollum.
Wallace
the grade school.
wou'a ae ia
The Kiddie Band at Carr-Insti- bandry and minored in agricultural healthy growth of farm life in Fulcupants of her car were Mrs. Roscoe Bard. Clarice LeC. Mary Louise
(Continued as Page 4I)
tute, under the able direction of engineering. lie graduated from ton county is testified by thel
cook.
Gingles'
Mrs.
Wilkins and
Simons
Miss June Dixon, has thirty-one the Fulton high school in 193.5.
strong membership of the farm,
Bass Clarinet—Marjore Daws.
The isori. who were slightly injured.
members. Teaching of music in
Hancock succeeds Holmes Ellis. Bureau in this county.
cut
Canten sustained 3 forehead
Clarinet—Jane Parker Soil Special To
cooperative
gained
Soprano
steadily
by
has
organization
schools
public
who went to McLean county last of this
that it was necessary to take 13
Cornets—Anna Frances Graham
Be Here March 8
in popularity during the past few month to become the county agent. planning and mai keting. couples?!
stitches to close Ho was accom- Fred Campbell. Billy Haean. Tolyears. The organization of kiddie The Fulton county man is 23 years with the efforts of the county am?
i.j panied by John Crittenden. his son. bert Dallas. Jack Browder. Ted
The Ehnois Central Soil Specia:,
bands in schaols has proven to be old and is married. His father. S. home demonstration agents.
J. T. Rushing Barnett. Billy Gore. Donald Mor- which is being operated in coopetimproving the ecanorree Delbert Crittenden.
aeneficial in establishing an early
steadily
farmer
prominent
a
is
Hancock.
E.
and Will Rhodes all of Dukedom. ris. Leon Barron. Mac Nall.
at ien with the Universities of
training in music for pupils. and and livestock producer of Fulton welfare of the fanners
and they suffereci slight injuries.
Flutes--LaNelle Bugg, Fred Win- Louisiana. Mississippi and Tennesfor that reason was adopted in the county. Tin eel calves purchasect
The injured were treated at local ter. Lois Jean Hindman. Elizabeth see. and the Management of the
local school. Members of the kid- for the joint McCracken-Ballard
hospitals.
Are
Devils
Illinois Central Railroad, will be
Red
Ann Roper, Lloyd Grymes.
die band include:
Wert
project
county demonstration
French Horn—Early Willey. Le- in Fulton on March 6. from 3:15
City Championsi Both automobiles were badly
Joyce Ficids. Jerry Hawks, Tom- obtained from S. E. Hancock.
on
arrested
was
Canteen
damaged.
p.m to 6:00 p.m. This information
one Stevens.
mie Nall. Kenneth McAlister. Jerry
driving and
Mellophones—Mary Nell Wins- furnished by these college repreDumas, Bettie Lu Bushart. Jimmy
The South Fulton Red Devila a charge of reckless$250
to
bond
won was released under
champions,
ton. Norma Samons. Jimmy Lowe. sentatives will be beneficial to
'Hale. Sidney Bard. Patsy Hall. EPWORTH I.EAGLE DIVISObion county
ION MET IN FULTON the second game of the city cham- appear in the local court February
Alto Saxapa.ones — Bertie Sue farmers and the public is invited
Anne alcDade. Bell Whitesell. JanMeacham. James Campbell. James to see the train.
ice Wheeler, Sissy Murphy, Betty
pionship series over the Fulton 25 for trial.
The Western Division of the Ep- Bulldogs, 26 to 23. in the Science
Sue Williams. Patsy Green, Katie
Walker
Samples or mall swill be testt.d
South
night.
Lowe. Jack Thorpe. Dean Crutch- worth League of the Paris District Hall Wednesday
Bar i tone Saxophone—Carl Puc- and analyzed by profeasors from
Sue
Wilkins,
meeting
monthly
a
game
Ann
regular
held it's
field, Linda
kett.
Fulton also took the first
the universities. free of charge
Easley, Perly Lee Holifield. George alonday night at the First Method- few vseeks ago by a score of 27 to
Baritones—Sara Nell Alexander. Motion pictures a-0 be shown for
Bennett.
Devas
Boyd
ist church in Fulton.
rd Easley. Betty
Billy Johnson. Jimmy James. Jean children. youths and adults Many
MRS. MART J. AMIN
24. House. one of the Red
Wilson.
Hancock. Billy
An interesting program, as fol- crack forwards. was unable to play
Jimmy
airs. Mary Atkins. Paul Rhodes.
Funerai sea .
interesting things will be shown
Johnson.
James.
low's, was presented in charge of Veednesday night, due to illness J. Aikin of Niarion. Ohio were
Camlyn Rudd. Betty
Trombones — Tommy
grawing in the exhibit car.
Allen. Herbert Wilson, the Young Peoples' Division at
Charles
South Fulton also won last year's conducted Friday at the Reformed Henry Lock.
Beginning February 17. through
Gleason: Scripture reading by Joy championship series and. by raptur- Presbyterian Chtlrob in BellefonBarbara Rogers. Jimmy McCoy.
Sass Thums--Jarnes Armbruster, March 6. this train will be an tour
Margrave. prayer by Edna Parks. ing the series again this year, they tame. Ohio. conducted by Rev J Charles Tyner
through Louisiana. Missiesippi and
poem by Martha Vinson; talk, have won the trophy as their per- W. Sanderson of Belle Center, Snare Drums---W II Taylor
'BULLDOGS DEFEATED
Tennessee.
Smith
36-21 BY CLIN'TON "George Washington Carver." by manent priee.
Cymbols--Elisabeth
gc
Ohio. assisted tly Rev. Geoi
Camille Parks, talk. "Grenfelle' by
Tympani Mary Ethel Lengdan
Harwood was high point man for Steele of Bellefontaine and Rev S
mary
to
points
13
vsith
The Fulton Bulldogs Were de- Rev. Paul Lyles
Devils
Mascots—•Sen y
P. T. A. To Sponsor
the Red
at Ingiaire of Marion Burial was
During the social hour. games his credit. NiaClellan and Spence in Logan county, Ohio
feats,' by Central High of Clinton
Eleanor Blackstone
Supper Friday Night
score
a
were
by
BullClinton
refreshments
Niclaichin
and
playc-d
night
the
were
Tuesday
tied for scoring honors for
Flag Bearer—Adrian
The deacased was the mother of
---defeat
second
to
League
their
Fulton
in
served by the
of 36 to 21.
dogs, with 6 points each
Rev. C. E. Aikin of South Fulton .101.‘ Williams
T, West Fulton Parcnt-Teach•
of the season by this team. This approximately one hundred and
Lineup.
Drum Major—Charles Pigue
Dr. Vera Aikin Cates of Fulton was
ers Association v.111 sponsor a
Houston.
S. Fulton 26 a granddaughter and her three
was the 12th straight conference thirty members.
Twirlers—Betty Sue
Pos. Fulton 23
Founders' Day spaghetti supper
McKinney 5 children were her only great Betty Lem McClellan.
victory for Clinton.
The next regular meeting will be F -McClellan 6
Friday night. February 21. at the
Harwood 13 grandchildren.
Fulton led at the end of the first held March 17. at the Methcwiist F—Moore 5
Junior Twirlers--Grace Caven- school cafeteria. beginning at 6:30
Coffman 2
quarter. 9-4. but Clinton forged Church in Dresden with the Martin C—Spenee 6
der. Martha Roberts, Martha Daws. o'clock
District
Paul Sudlow.
Yates 4
ahead in the second quarter and League in charge of the program. G--MeCollum 2
Martha Jean Shelby. Betty Jean Scout Field Representative. of MayRICHARD C. BARD
Dyer :?
led at the half 14-13. The Bulldogs
G—McAlister 1
held
were
Joyner
services
Funeral
field veal be the guest speaker.
Fulton, Hannah. Wedneeday in
were never able to tie the score BENNY TATE NAMED
Substitutions
Philadelphia. for
The public is invited to attend
McAlister WAS high scorer
MERIDIAN MANAGER South Fulton - NIeConnell and Richard C. 'Bard. former resident NEW YARDS swornagain
this supper. which will take the
ETRE
111'
DAMAGED
for the local team with 7 points.
Woodruff.
of Fulton. who died at his home
place of the regular February
Benny Tate, former manager of
Binford of Central led with 17
The Bullpuips won the prelinii- in Philadelphia Saturday.
Mr
meeting of the P -T. A
at
located
shanty.
points
the Mayfield Browns of the Kitty nary game 26 to 24 over the South Bard left Fultan about 25 years
A switchman's
Clinton
the
to
lost
manalso
named
was
yards.
week
Pups
C.
this
League.
The
Fulton Imps
the north end of the I
age but is well knriwn here
ager of the recently reorganize-d
second team 35 to 12.
In refutation of Bret liarte's
He was a member of the Fulton catieht fire about 2:30 a m. Tuesof
member
club,
Meridian baseball
-Rome announces that Count Ga- Elks Lodge.
day morning and was badly dam- dictum 'Vial for ways that are
members
among
three
The filet death
the Southeastern League. In
lea:zo Claim Italy's foreign minaged The Fulton fire department dark, and for tricks '• at are vain.
Mussolini's atm-in-law,
nf .he nee.. Congrem was that of seasons at Mayfield. Tate's team ister and
s peculiar."
Attention is the stuff that mem- was called to extinguish the blaze the heathen Chinee
SimpP.epresentative Kenneth F.
finished fourth. first and fifth.
has gone to the fighting front aa ory. is made of. and memory is The fire waa apparently caused by Taung Tao Chen. recently arrested
The Meridian team will start a lieutenant-colonel in the air accumulated genius —Lowell
ann. Republican, of New York. He
on an embefflement charge, is the
a defective flue.
was the victim of a heart attack Spring training by March 20
force When he or any other Italfnr disfirst Chinese arraigned
FOITts is all conquering. but its
after serving only 22 days as • Mel Simons, of Fulton, was man- ian brings down an eremy plane victories are shoat-lived —Abraham
Mrs. Freest Huffman spent Wed- honesty in NON York in the last
ager of the Meridian club in 1939. it will be news
lavnnaker.
16 years.
neaday in Paducah

Fulton School Band
Has 56 Members
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FULTON COUNTY NEWS, FULTON. KE.—TUCKY
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ery for niore lived le develop all our natural
I work,
drastic action. If the watchman ;farming assets.
etontinues to sleep at the sw itch.
Another thing that needs to be
the people have the right to go
chom. a new man, done, is to keep Fulton on the
' the polls
with the grit and determination oiap. Believe it or not, those well
By J. PAUL BUSHAKT, Editor
, to get more work done on the job. veraed In aviation, are predicting
that ten years from now the city
without a municipal airport, will
A colurnn conducted for news, views and
Fulton must not let itself slip be clean out of touch with the
ammients, in which readers ef The Neves
enjoying such
into a Rip Van Winkle. There are j"outsider world
many worthy prejects that need facilities. Fulton now has MI opare invited to participate Msil contributo be carried out this year. We portunity to stay in step with the
tions care of THE FORUM, this newspaper.
eliouid complete plans whereby 'spirit of progress, and be included
- A
—
the old fair grounds may become ein a new air mail, express and
,
l a permanent playground and com- !passenger route. But we must have
In these days when the safety ica will be in by April, only a tew
!triunity center for civic and farm I an airport. What will we do about
of utir country is dependent on shout weeks ahead
programs. Sooner or later these it? Delay means that nothing will
preventing sabotage and subvergrounds will have to he taken
done.
sive activities, it is heartening to
But what should interest Amerover by the county or city, or by
see that the work of the Federal
icans more than anything else is
some individual. The old fair asBureau of Investigation is getting
It seems to me that what Fulthe preservation of Democracy in
eaociation .is defunct. Only a new ton needs to pep up the payroll
mmults. Reports show that 96.46
our own country. There has been
I set up can bring this popular is a factory of some kind that emper cent of cases investigated ,
a very definite trend toward soplayground back. Sale to an indi- ploys men. Now there's a ;rib that
bring convictions, and that for
cialistic government in the United
vidual would probably mean. the requires real work. But it can be
every dollar spent in operation of
in recent years. It is appallStates
land would go back into a farm done, if we believe it can be done
the bureau. eight dollars were
ing to discover how many people
or be sold out in lots. The com- and then set about doing it.
earned for the government.
govern
the
give
to
are willing
munity' does not want that to
the
over
ment absolute control
happen. Only concerted action will CAMPUS LIG1ITS OF
wai
this
Somewhere in the mind of every life of the people during
guarantee the ix.rmanent main1941 AT MURRAY
citizen lurks Cie grim and clis- time crisis. Advocates of this poltenance. of this park.
-- While
insidious.
and
wily
are
icy
United
Campus Lights of 1941, sponsorquieting question: Will the
would
they urge measures that
ed by Murray State College's chapEltatk-s enter the war? Standard
destroy our fee. institutions, they
During 1940 43,029 boys and ter of Phi Mu Alpha, national mupolls indicate that the American say they are urging them in the
"Ain't He Sweet, He Wants reit Ya a StaCk of His Lollypop"
girls enrolled In 4-1I Clubs in Ken- sic fraternity, will be presented in
people are opposed to war, even name of democracy. But they
tucky. These members are the fu- the Murray College auditorium on
to England ..vith would
they Levu'
tc cutelertete the dicI Iii the problem our nation faces, the gumbo of the political spoils ture farmers of this section. A February 28.
1oll steps short of war." At the tators. History tells us that free
Washington, N.
ve.ri Larsen.
boys and
'there are three partners—Indus- system. that they- are either pow- program in aid tliese
warm time the American people peoples have always outmatched
try, Labor and Government. Fail- erless and chose to forget their girls to raise more and better J.. will direct the fourth producsae convinced that if England falls oppressed peoples in every field
ure of either could destroy the sworn duties to constituents. May- poultry wa.s recent proposed before tion of Campus Lights, anci
we ntay be next on Halers list of action. Government may need
others. Private industry must do a be we are wrong, but we have the• Young Men's Business Club. ing him are Billy Shelton, Mayad victims. Time. which heals all special powers m critical times,
better job than it ever did before always believed that a man elect- 4-H club boys and girls would be , field; Fred Johnson. Lorain, O.;
mono& and solves all arguments. but it is not necessary that those
each to 'and James Rickman, Paducah, ali
r when special powers be designed to de- to demonstrate its production and ed to office should be ever vigil- furnished 50 baby chicks
twill dletermine whethei ,
for ant and anxious about the well- raise during this season. A plan 'students of Murray State College.
he war. stroy democracy in the name of service superiority as its reason
Haw country will enter
The stage setting is designed
existence. Labor must work hard- being and the economic welfare of was worked out for making it posIharae prophets predict before the preserving it. Such pov..ers, when
er and produce more. It must out- the people who place him in office. sible for them to obtain these from a super-modern angle. The
Amersay
others
year,
end of the
definitely
be
should
granted,
law strikes and settle grievances For years now. West Kentucky chicks and pay for them after cast of Campus Lights, Kentucky's
linuted.
inmusical show,
between it and industry., ovL: the has been an orphan, taking the they mature: Similar moves have ouestanding
The Fulton County News
arbitration table. It must put aside crumbs from the great national been sixtrisored by civic groups cludes 126 members. Music
Railroads of this country are in petty jealousies and internal dif- and state governmental tables. If and tlirough the cooperation of be furnished by a 30-piece stage
L Pawl Siebert, Digs. Editor
by a chorus of
tu meet our ferences for the duration of the there is anything that some other the Farm Security Authority, in orchestra assisted
better position
a
emergency. if it wishes to hold section doesn't want. or wishes to , other communities, with satisfac- 16 voices. A dancing chorus of 24
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY
neeas— normal and abnormal—
public sympathy and good will. pass off to keep peace ir the tery results. The plan has met girls will also be featured.
Mitered as second class matter June than they ever were before. They The financial strength of the govmixed
students'
Amor.g the
"family." thee The Purchase gets wide approval elsewhere. and if
to
improve
constantly
striving
are
Fulton
at
office
post
the
1111,33, at
would be an aid to chorus is Jane Alley of Fulton.
ernment depends upon taxes taken it. Sometimes our chosen repre- inaugurated
the
is
This
facilities.
their
vast
1879.
3,
By, under the act of March
from the earnings of private in- sentatives have to be awakened the boys and girls and the poultry Christine Cardwell, also of Fulton,
kind of industry that America can
among the 24 members
OBITUARIES. Card of Thanks, count on. It represents preate en- dustry. The government must a- from their lethargy. by speaking industry' as a whole. I3esides this is included
chorus.
easiness Notices and Political Cards terprise at its best. It doesn't wait dopt a policy of friendly coopera- out plainly. Then if this doesn't being an agricultural district, we of the girls'
ebarged at the rates specified by,for "edicts" from government be- tion with industry. and industry
By PERCY CROSIYT._
must refrain from excessive profits
advertising department.
fore it moves. It isn't dominated by
Nowadais.
.1.1•040..
case in the last war.
the
was
las
bureaucrats. It is simply a private
Habscription rates radius of 20
business with a big job ahead. and
miles of Fulton $1.00 a year. Elseit is determined to do that job
Kentucky., it seems from reports
adore $1.50 a year.
without waste or delay
made by the National Conference
Board, hils not fared so well in
obtaining defense projects. altho
this state is supposed to be ably
represented at Washington. The
awards of contracts from June 13
With IRVIN S. COBB
to October 31. 1940. shoe: Kentucky
and the smaller states of %Vest
Virginia and Vermont as being the
only states east of the Mississippi
with awards of less than $10.000.. was actual• 000. Kentucky industry
By IRVIN S. COBB
ly only fourteenth from the botIrN THE latter years of his rieturesque career Colonel Eph Lillard
tom with less than five million in
was warden of the state prison at Frankfort. It was no more than
defense projects Our neighboring
natural that the Colonel shouel he a sincere lover of good home-flesh.
To begin with, he was a Kentuckian born. While still in his teens he
states were rewarded as follows:
hod been a raider on Morgan's cavalry and at a somewhat more mature
Tennessee. S11.567.000; Virginia,
Ohio. S205.027.000:
S821.1.2.31.000:
Indiana. S120.9473,000; Illinois. $239 997.000.
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By GENE CARR.,

THE FORUM
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Laughing Around the World

There Spoke a Sympathizing Soul

`919hi ))
ro‘" o-

334-

period had followed racing. To him. a thoroughbred was almost the
noblest work of God.
One morning, word spread through the town that during the night
haruted
a convict up at the Colonel's b:g, stone-walled estahlishnicnt
hirnself to the bars of his cell and, when discovered. was stil and cold.
a body. the correspondents of the Louisville and Cincinnati papers
waited upon the warden to learn the details of the suicide.
"Colonel," said the spokesman for the reportorial orymp. "it bezins
to look to us as though some of your pets were not so well satisfied
OS you've been letting on. How about that fellow who killed
bast sight?"
"Boys." said the Colonel. "I've just been conductire an examination
int," the circumstances of that most ,ad and deplorable affair. The
situation with regards to the late deceased prove to b.. migh:y afTectin'.
It seems he was sent up the first tiTr., to serve two year, for stealin'
to his home and stole another
a horse. Wile" he got out he wen._
theme and started down the big read well it. They caught him before
hie gene more than half a mile and the jury gave him five years this
time and back he came agair. Arne- he'd served his second term he
vent into an adjoinin' county to the one a-here he'd formerly lived and
shaped into a stranger', stable and -te'o a mighty likely blonde! mare,
kat was overtaken by da)"iitht next morning and carted ofr to jail and
inside of three months Wa, hask hem again doin' an eight-yeer term.
The way I Nil. at it. the poor fel:ow took to breedin' and just natwelly
despaired of ever gettin' hisself a horse"
le News reattms. i•
,
Asneri

THE CLANCY KIDS

Kentucky is one of the
states suffering because of the war.
Agriculture has been the hardest
hit of all LT. S. industries because
of the blockades. Other industries
are profiteering directly from
great defense program but ag!
culture very little. Our farm preducts have fallen off more than 40
per cent. We wonder how our
erstwhile Senator Barkley. who
holds such high office at Wa
ton. can explain away his
gishnew in obtaining results for
his state. and more especially his
own neck of the woods. West
Kentucky. Don't tell us "politicshave nothing to do with our (1,
tense program. for if not, it wie
he the first time the political
spoils system has been discarded.
It seems to us that some of our
politicians are burbsd so deep in

That's a Good Reason.
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t., 7 months for Plymouth Socks
The patient is placed before •
und Rhode Island Reds.
table on which are bottles of whisA program for the older rural ky, which lie is told will make him
youth group, 18 to 25, supplement- sick. He is then given an injection
ing the regular 4-1I Club work that of a drug which will cauae severe
ls now being carried on with near- nausea, and at the right moment
ly 80,000 Tennessee farm boys and , is given a drink of liquor. He begirls, 10 to 21, will be emphasized comes acutely sick, but is urged
"4001(aratidai7
/2/P4.ZZ
by the U-T Agricultural Extension to take several more drinks. This
KENTUCKY
WESTERN
"treatment" is repeated daily for
Service in 1941.
about a week, after which the pa
TEACHERS COLLEGE
------- —
DRIdirt.
tient is liable to nausea every
EARLY-HATCHED
time he sees, smells or tastes liquor
PULLETS LAY HIGHTHE EGG GOURD
North Carolina, in a covered wagRs
Of 538 persons given the treat
PRICED EGGS
on,
as
its
owners
made
their
vsay
Long ago in this column I disFrederick Stamm, Easesain
ment, 97 per cent remained total
into
the
Jackson
Purchase
to
start
cussed the many uses of !yards in
Director ut Adult adularia
Successful poultry raisers have abstainers for
more than six
earlier times; the thing that made!a new life and a new home in the
found it pays to grow a flock of months, and about two-thirds were
me start thinking about gourds waft wilderness. It belonged to the very
good pullets each year, states A. J. trtill "on the wagon" after nearly
seeing one at a vvayside spring , old lady whom I mentioned some
Chadwell, U-T Agricultural Ex- four years.
when I was on a camping trip.' months back in the article on "A
tension poultryman
Pullet
not 'i s°me curious facts vvere
The United States food bill for
noted
Since then I have had another ex-1 Lover of Flowers." In fact, it was
only lay more eggs than hens but F in the course of
the experiments.
perience with gourds that renews'filled with flower and garden seed 1949 was 310,700.000,900 which they lay
eggs
in
the
fall
when
'one
being that women were harder
many a memory. While visiting my by this very woman, young then represents an increase of more
prices are best. It is now a good to cure permanently
than men '
old home in 1939,
found and ed facing the wilderness una- than $450,000,000 over the sales of time to place
your
order
for
baby
,and another was that better rebrought back with me a gourd that laid. As I said previously, the 1939. The forecast for 1941 is conchicks
in
order
to
be
sure
of
getsults were obtained
with
older
has been in the family since some flower bulbs and seeds that she tinued heavy consumption of food- ting them
on time.
men. Persons under 28 years of
years before the Civil War. l'his brought became for a whole neigh- stuffs with January sales running
Secure all of the chicks you ex- age were not benefited by
the
large old gourd now occupies a borhood a source cif joy and aes- above January salts of last year.
pect to brood for early pullets in treatment, according to the
doctors
prominent place in my office, gazed thetic life. The philosophy of most These figures spell good times for
February or March,
Chadwell
One patient was so greatly afFidelity was the grocery merchants all over this
at rather furtively by people whose of the people of
says. It will require 5 to 6 months'fected that after taking
the course
memories Jo not run so far back dead-set against beauty, but a few country.
to mature Leghorn pullets and 6 he was unable to even look at
the
Although retail food prices are
as 1900 and is often the source of of us persisted in our love for
pullets of picture of a whisky
bottle in an
flowers until some of the stand- higher than a year ago, and we to 7 months to mature
questions.
purpose breeds such as advertisement without
the
dual
patters were converted to our have to expect this, it is unlikely
becoming
This particular gourd holds well point of view. And this old gourd, we will have runaway prices as in Plymouth Rocks and Rhode Is—
—
According to Tennesover two gallons and v..as used for not so pretty to look at. had its the last :tsar. In the last war this land Reds_
more than fifty years as the con- homely share in bringing to the country was busy Fending food- see farm flock records, February
tainer of eggs. I cannot remember "Last West" of Kentucky some of stuffs abroad. Not only did we and March hatched chicks are more
just how many dozens it would the aesthetic pleasures of an older feed the American soldiers in profitable than chicks hatched later.
hold, but you can imagine that civilization east of the mountains. Europe but we also fed the
there would be several. A big
A goesi biro/vier hnuctr anti hrnrai
The longer I contemplate folk- tary a rad Civibrio populations uf
square hole has been cut in the ways, the more important seem the Great Britain, France and Bel- er are necessary in order to sucside, big enough for anybody to means by which culture is trans- gium. The result was a scarcity cessfully brood early chicks. This
get his hand in or out with three mitted. We are so beset v..ith gad- of foodstuffs, a tremendous in- equipment is an asset on any farm
or four eggs in it. This hole also gets today that we hardly see how crease in prices, "meatless" days, where poultry is kept for profit.
furnishes a natural handle and by things can mean much to people. rationing of sugar, and other food Build or repair brooder houses and
IS A PENNI" EARNED
all brooding equipment well in adit the gourd has been taken dozens Junk accumulates faster than the conservation measures.
not try one
of times to the country store at rats can chew it up or than we
vance
of
the
time
that
you
expect
Today Amerietn farmers are
Complete Shoe Set-% ice
Fidelity and its contents traded to: can lug it to the basement or the producing more food than Ameri- to start baby chicks.
and base many pennies.
calico, coffee, sugar and other attic or sell it to the second-hand cans can eat. Also our food exThe brooder house and
all
Besides new soles of
things need in the farm home.
be
man. Every day when I burn ports, compared to our supplies. brooding equipment should
long wearing "Steerhead"
Its first romantic journey took newspapers and
pasteboard car- are negligible. As a result we have thoroughly cleaned and disinfected
Tla•
remise
leather 111.
place in 1854, when it came all the tons. I think how useful some of large surpluses of vsheat, corn. before the chicks arrive.
, a going-oser that makes
way from Rockingham County, them would have been in our ear- and other foodstuffs. So even brooder ahould be operated for Iv.
lier days, when we trea.sured such though we are enjoying greater or three days prior to the time of
them practically nes,.
things and rarely destroyed so employment and higher wages, we starting the chicks in order •,
much as a scrap of anything. Ear- may expect no huge increares in have the house and litter thorour
Dr. George A. Crofton lier
ly dry and to get the brooe.
still, containers were scarce, prices or any foed shortage.
properly regulated.
and the homely gourd, easily
Eye, Ear. Nose and Throat
All this does not :near) prices'i
The National Farm Outlook in.
Specialist
grown along the garden fence, be- will not go up some. Increased
dicates that the prices of both eggs
came
a
source
most
farm
of
help
to
taw
higher
material
tax
costs.
and
Correct
tn
Attention
Special
'sfuses. From a few gourds to hold wages, and higher rents will all and chickens during the first half
Fitting of Eye Glacces
--all and soda and such things to a contribute some to slightly higher of 1941 will average higher than
Office Located in Cohn Bldg.
Ward's Radio
modern kitchen cabinet with plac- food prices. But I do not believe for the corresponding period in
SERVICE
s for more than niost of us can we will experience another 1917 1940. Chadwell says.
afford is a long way, a way that and
'le
Ness. RCA Testing Equipment
NOVEL LIQUOR CURE
many of us have spanned in our
All Work Guaranteed.
Chiropractic Health
lives, even
After experiments with liquor
without being now
WARD
years
four
a
period
addicts
of
over
feeble
or
forgetful
of
what
is
or
SIMPKINS
SILO
SAYS
Serrice
has teen.
Drs. Voegtlin and Lemere of SeatRefrigeration Serrict
Each acre of land should have tle report in the periodical, WestFulton's Only Complete Radio
a job to do.
ern Medicine. a new method for
and Refrigeration Service
143,029 ENROLLED
Their
drink
techhabit.
Brsedge fields look worse curing the
Carver Graduate Chiropractor
IN 4-H CLt RS IN
Walnut St.—Phone No. 4
324
nique embraces a combination of
than a week's growth of beard.
KENTUCKY IN 1940
5Iy work is not limited to the
We need to change from an atti- drug, and psychology.
SPINE
tude of soil carelessness to an attiA total of 43,029 farm boys and
tude of soil consciousnt,s.
Phone—Residence 314. Hours
girls were enrolled in 4-11 clubs in
The soil is like a vaFt bank from
9 to 5 and by appointment
Kentucky last year. according to
which we draw our .1.upt.]:: of food,
222 Lake St.—Fulton, Ky.
the annual report of J. W. Whiteclothing. shelter, and st cerity.
house of the State College of AgriLime, phosphate. terraces. and
culture. This is an increase of 849
clovers and grass sced z re changing
over the 1939 enrollment.
the color of many itii:,:des from
In addition. 1,235 young men ane red to green.
It is usually mere tr. fitable
.- tomer, v.-ere enrolled in Utomi
clubs. which are organizations 0. make a large yitld fr. es a small
tld from
older farm youth. All carricd pro- acreage than a i-rea:l
jects and also participated in edu- a large acreage.
In 1917 the s!,,vz.n .eas -Food
catienal. social and recreational
present
Will Win the War.activitic-s.
day knowledge of nutrition. • good
SECOND HAND
A total of 4.497 local volunteer slogan for 1941 ..! -Protective
_ SWEEPS T
leaders assisted in 4-H club work Foods Will Defend Amcr:ea.DIAL
in Me 120 counties of the Statc
Secure all the chicks ytu expect
last year. Of these, 2,637 werc to brood for early pullets in Februwomen.
YOUf2 HEALTH'S
ary or March. It requires 5 to 6
Extensive training is given ir months tp mature Legherns and 6
crop production. livestock raisins
ard marketing, cooking. canning
ciething-making. health.
recreaFor the'fint.
.tion, conservation. and home mantime .
"Luirtrer,
agement
Watch- converkitalce
within reach
all.
Tl- e number of club mc-mbers enA soft, steady, gliding new Ford ride
,rolled in the projects last yea!
NEW COMFORT was the key-note as
Pocket Model
"11,941
were. tobacco production. 5.91h;
that takes good road or bad in A satwe made plans for this year's Ford.
Wrist Model
poultry raising. 3.495: hog raising
Get in,through the nev: wide doors! isfying new kind of stride. And notice
Pendant Model
3.307; corn growing. 3.529: small
the quietness of this big Ford!
out,in room to spare!Seatin g
Stretch
(For Nunes)
4 95 fruit production. 1.624; beef cattle
There's news at your Ford Dealer's
width has been increased as much as
production. 1,280; food preparation
that's too good to miss! News in com7inches. Knee-room and inside length
3.645; canning. 1.558: clothing makfort. News in value. And news in a
are greatest in the low-price field.
ing. 8.042: home furnishings, 174.
Then take the road and try its ride! "deal" that you'll find easy to take!
Major events in 4-11 club work
ei a year include Junior Vi'eek at
:he University of Kentucky, the
Kentucky State Fair. the National
4.H Club Cantp in Washington,
Extra Age
the State baby beef show and sale
ai Louisville, district fairs and
-hoes of tobacco. beef cattle, swine
and sheep. and camps.
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Money T s

Illesisselcy Folklore

nauseated.
The success of the treatment dr, V
pends on making the patient keg&
ine that it is the
whisky Sal
makes him sick, although he kraal
bever.
_

CAI111
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For Good Service

,,UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE

A PENNY
SAVED

Wilson's Electric
Shoe Shop

DR. A. C. WADE

The traditional courtesy of Wsphone men And women and the
efficiency of the service urges
prompt telephone users to oak
if there is not some secret fatmula for this consistent performance.
In reality there is no secret
It is just the practical operation
of group cooperation, individtial interest arid pride in tba
job, and company spirit.
Telephone employes are selected with care. They are cooscantly trained, kept fully informed about the company's affairs, and are continually encouraged to acquire the skill
and expenence necessary us
maintain andimprove the speed,
accuracy and dependability of
the service.
The consciousness diat theirs
is an essential public service
gives them a sense of personal
responsibility. Good working
conditions and recognition of
individual merit are also souran
of inspiration.
The company's plan for retirement arid care of its workers during sickness or disability.
and the provision for deads
benefits all safeguard their present and future and promote
peace of mind. Further incentives to their cheerfulness and
efficiency. are stability of employment and good wages.
Telephone men and women
also knoa that the appreciation
and interest so often expressed
by the public is shared by the
management of their company.

n

SOUTHER BELL TELEPIIIIIE

ono TELEGRAPH COMPRI§
INC011,
01IATIO

NEW!

SWEEP SECOND
WATCHES

•

GET IN ..STRETCH OUT.. and enjoy

•

a great
new ride!

•

4
Affr.7217VA
R
RETTER 11711Niit.
('.1 V BE 3LIDE"

Rurrors that Chief Justice Hughes of the Supreme Court will
shortly retire are said to be incorrect.
Although the eminent
jurist will be 79 years old on
aipril 11. he plans to remain on
the tench as long as he feels able
to perform his duties.
Irrsh potato weighing six and
a quarter pounds. grown last season at the state hospital at Mech.
col Lake. Wash , Ls believed to 'se
the largest on record. Sped raisers
laaho and Maine are invited tri
take notice

se
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at the end of the first quarter 7 to
ly issued statement. Thi• annual BULLDOGS DEFEAT
T-hacco Prices Up
1, Cayce led at tlw half 15 to II,
revenue
aggregated
CUNNINGHAM 26-21
$45,427.10,
At Mayfield Marl
and ut the end of the third Hickwith the current expenses $44,-, 11114111 was ahead 19 to 18. With the
334 66. The prevailing tax rate is
Showing the best team v,:ork of
51ayfield. Ky., F'eb. 20.—New
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Jones visit(Continued From Page
meow 22 to 21 for Ificknian and
$1.25 011 a hundred dollars, which the entire season, the Fulton Bullthe Mayfield
buying interests
t-d Mrs. Lucy Jones and Mr. and gym, manual training department,
n few seconds to go, Thomas
is just about avt•s•age.
dogs defeated the strong Cunning- tobacco market this week and last,
Mts. Claud Freeman at Fulton Sun- music room. kitchen and other descored the w inning gold for Cayce.
Eleven years ago, when Supt. J. ham tt•ani, 26 to 21, at the Scienct•
partments now being cared for in
caused an upsurge in prices that
day after:intim
Science O. Le•wis came to Fulton, the bond- Hall Friday night. TIU• Cunning- promise to continue the remainder , The Hickman second team deMrs. Frank Rine of Boston, Carr-Institute and the
feated the Cayce tram by a score
t.cl indebtedness against the school ham team had lost only two game,
of the season. Buyers for the UnitMISSVS Mary Arden NaiBing and Hall.
Plan No. 1 would include the de- was $30,000, and the short term this season and was picked to v. in ed States Tobacco Company; E. J. of 16 to 10.
Rhine Joyne.r of Union City were
Lineup;
loans totaled $22.500. Today the At the end of the first quarter the
O'Brien and Company, Louisville
guests of Mrs. Etta NuiBing and molition of Carr-Institute and the
Pos Cayce 23
bonded indebtudiwss is 92,500 and two teams W01'I' 110(1 10-11), Ow
flickman 22
and W. S. Matthews and CompanY,
Miss Mary Attebery Friday aftt•r- 'erection of a grade school buildLiliker. J. F, 4
. Fen
thaevi
:
111111(11.0 led 16-15 at the half aoil Paducah %%ere all on the I Mors (him
ng, either on the same. site or the short term indebtedness iN
W,0111.
l•
.
IWI•
7
.
500, nuiking a total of $5,000. It is 22-17 at the third (platter.
Green 4
N1(
Mr. and Mrs. Albt•rt Jones spent'some other ground not now owned
week and the market WaS more
C Diekett
doubtful if any other school system Clellan was high with 10 point,
last Friday with Mr. and Mrs. J. by the school district.
active than it has beim this seavon,
G Illaerison 2
lItiglite; 3
• Plan No. 2 would raze both the of equal size in thi• state, has such and McAlister scored ft points.
B. Townsend at Hickman.
lifting the ave.rage III near the VI a
G Ni•therly 2
a low indebtedness.
.
In the preliminary game the
Stoker
Mr. and Ntrs. Alions Owens of old Carr -Institute and the
hundred mark.
Sii
This would have to be raised Pups led 24 to 14 in the thod
dot ions--Cayce: TI)))))uis 2,
Shiloh spent last Wednesday night Hall buildings, using the materials
.1 It Liliker. Referee—Doe Nailtemporarily to $1.45 to build a 111'W quarter
Buyers for O'Brien and Sons.
The Cunningham coach
witti Mr. and Mrs. John Culberson lout of both buildings in the new
, building, which would
include building, but the board has de- disagrced with the decision of Re the inarket tor the French hp/. of ling, Union CitY•
and Mrs. Birciie Moore.
clared unanimously in favor of re- kill. Jack Parker and forfeiteil tobacco that prey
ly has gime
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Dav•is spent !class rooms for the grade school,
ducing the tax assessnients as the the game to Fulton
begging this season, ore buy ino,
last Wednesday with their daugh- la gym, and all ottier departint•nts
George Bernard Shaw refuse:. to
thousands of pounds of this type on
ter. Mrs. Edwin Mayfield, and Mr.'now operating in both the prt•sent indebttchiess is reduced. A buildPiave. his love. lette•rs to Mrs. Pating
can
be
and
the
snuff
erected
now
the
floors
this
week
at
a
t•ost
buildings.
METHODIST S. SCI1001.
Mayfield at Fulton.
which
It can be readily set•n that the of aproximately $45.000.
HAS ANNUAL DINNER market is the hest in several y ea's. tick Campbell. the late famous
Mrs. Irene Jones and Mr. and
would
eve.ntually
cost
tobacconist, here said tudaV•
the school
actress, published until aftt•r his
----MM. Bill Mayes of Hopkinsville 'first plan. although it would re
district more than $100,000 if acdeath, because they would make
Officers and teacht•rs of the
spent Saturday night with the !quire approximately as much exhim appear too ridiculous. If!.
formi•r's sister. Mrs. Alvin Ntabry penite. would not solve the future tion is de.layed and WPA aid is Methodist Sunday School Itt•Id their CAYCE DEFEATS
lw annual dinner last Thursday night
would
adds: "Everybody wrote love let,sehool problems for as long a per- lost. Delayed action
;aid fannly.
23-22
IIICKNIAN
more costly to taxpayers in the ;it the church. About eighty perters to Mrs. Campbt•Il 46 years
Mr. and Mrs. John Culberson and !iod as the latter. In the first plact•
ago."
already long run, and in the meanwhile the sons were present and a C1010'100.:
Dee Owens spent last Saturday the school ground is
The
Cayce
basketball
te•iim
deadvantages of new facilities would (1110101* was served.
with Mr. and Mrs. Ed Reece at !crowded, and the erection of anothfeated Hickman 23 to 22 at !LekA Brooklyn
wifeebeater
was
ler and larger building on the same be missed.
An informal program of enterUnion City.
man Friday night. The ganw was sentiency(' to kiss his spouse every
What
is
important
IS
)0
1/011(1
,block
(about
400x360
feet
or
14.in
charge.
tainment
was
presented.
Mrs. W. W Pruett and son. Rubhard fought all the way, with the day. Thus do thi• innocent suffer
in, v.-ere dinner guests of Mr. and 1400 syuare ft.) would further over- . . . and build ttie new building of Dr. J. I.. Jokes, superintendent lead changing often. Hickman led with the guilty
playground large enough and along ultra-mod- of the Sunday School
Dr. JOT10S
Mrs. Charlie Sloan at Cayce Sun- I tax the congested
ern lint•s so that re•quirements will Intioduced Eld. J. II. Felts. teachday and they. accompanied by Mr. area availablo.
he filled for a long time to come er of the Flusy Men's Bible Class,
and Mrs. Sloan, spent the afterAdoption of plan No. 2 has some But don't forget the necessity for
and Rev. Loyal O. Hartman, pastnoon with Ntr. and Mrs. Neely !definite advantages and
disadvant- plenty of room. both in the buildor, and both made short talks.
Hoodenpyle in Harmony commun- iages on first sight.
But by careful ing and on the playgrounds for
ity.
,consideration of all facts, shows grammar rind high school pupils.
CELTICS TAKE UNION
Mr. and Mrs. T. E. Williamson real merit and vision of future The present facilities and acreage
FOR 49th STRAIGHT Years of
Distress From
Naturally. is entirely too sn)all for present
and children of near Fulton visit- school requiremmts.
Indigestion,
Constipaed Mr. and Mrs. Donald Mabry there must be good reasons for de- day needs, much less for the reCeltics,
professionThe New York
- rnolition of Science Hall as well as quirements of the years to come.
Sunday.
tion,
and
Toxic
Pains
al basketball champions. defeated
Julian Geens of Cincinnati. 0,, old Carr Institute. There are several
Just drive around over the sur- Union University of Jackson. Tenn..
Promptly Fielded, States
reasons
for
such
First.
good
a
plan.
IS visiting his mother. NIrs. Etta
rounding territory. You will hi• 56-44. in an exhibition gatne at the
Mrs. II'. L. While.
neither Carr-Institute or
SCIVI1C4. quick to recognize. that many comNailling.
Science Hall herc Monday night
gains 10 Lbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Foster Link of Ful- Hall are suitable for future needs munitie.s much' smaller than Ful- under the auspices of the Fulton
—
—
ton, George Barton and Dave Curt- Everyone admits that Carr-Insti- ton have much better school facili- Young Men's Business Club. It
Declaring that Re•tonga pro].
in Hughes visited Mrs. Birdie tute must go. and that a new build- ties. Nearly four years ago THE vzas the Celtics' 49th straight vicly
relieved
her
after
years of sot
Moore and Ntr. and Mrs. Jehn CuI-1 ing must be built, but there are NEWS advocated that something tory.
tering, Mrs. W. L. White, vi.ell
some that Have been unable to see be done about the school situation
berson Sunday.
r•
Union
led.
known
17
to
13.
as
the
first
re•sident
of Route. 4, Red
.,.„
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Sublett and the advantage of tearing down the The st.ntiment of the people has
quarter ended. and the game was Boiling Springs, Tenn., recently
baby of Clinton spent last Wednes-,Science. Hall. which was erected in steadily grown in favor of imKnotted 27-27 at tlie half. In the added her strong public endorsi,
day- with Mr. and 1.•rs. Harry Sub- 1928 at a cost of $38.000. The ap- provement. and the school board is
ever. and eke , • •I
praised value of this building in now unanimous in the belief that third quarter the Celtics forged !tient to the thousands who grate- ling ileadaches. Toxic
lett.
. poisoning
ahead to hold the lead until the fully acclaim this widely
used
1939
was
S20.855.
showing
a
dethe time has come for action.
from torpal bowels caused pains In
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Mayfield of
tmal whistle. McDermott was high medicine.
preciation
of
some
$17.145
in
e'iv'my shoulders, arms, hips and legs
Fulton spent Saturday' night and
point man for the New Yorkers. "Retonga is better than all other
en years. averaging better than
Sunday with her parents. Mr.
that were almost unbearable
while
Crowe
carried
the
major
scormedicines
I
took
combined."
de$1500
I
year.
Since
1939
it
has
Corn Growers Urged To
Mrs. Paul Davis.
ing
gun
for
Union.
dares
Mrs.
White.
"I
"I was astonished at how promptdon't
beMr. and Mrs. Elmer Murchinson further depreciated to about $18.l'omply With .111olments
Davey Banks. inimitable player. lieve anybody eve•r suffered more ly Retonga relieved my distress. I
of Hickman were Monday evening 500. It needs a new roof. and thc
provided an extra spice and com- than I did from indigestion and gas - eat three big meals daily and I
Large supplies of
may reach
guests of Mr and Mrs. John Cul- east and veest walls of tlie building
are cracked and need to be tied to- the level requiring proclamation of edy to the. program in the final bloating. Food turned so sour in have regained ten pounds. I feel
berson.
quaiter. hy his clever and comical my stomach it often burned like stronger and bt•tter than in years
.N1rs. Ethel Dunn of Paris. Tenn.. gether to prevent further dainage_ marketing quotas in 1941 if many
playing. The crowd packed die fire. and I lost so much weight and and I do all my housework eastly.
spent last v.eek with her daugh- This would cost in the neighbor- farmers in the commercial a
gym, and was highly pleased with strength that half the time
I I can never thank Retonga enouglx."
$800.
This
building
alhood
of
and
family.
should
overplant
their
allotm
Teat
Vaught.
ter. Mrs.
the performance.
couldn't do my housework. I was
Retonga is a
purely
herbal
Mrs. John Jones and little son.'though just thirteen years old has or if yields are above normal.
too nervous to get enough lustful stomachic medicine combined with
George. A.. spent one day last served half its lifetime. and it has M. Pewitt. chairman of the Fulton
An
Eastern college professor sleep. and I was forced to take Vitamin B-1_ Actwpt no substitute.
v.-eek with her sister, Mrs. Damon none of the modern conveniences County Agricultural Conservation
says a man will enjoy life as long harsh purgatives regularly for con- Retonga may be obtained ut
of improved school facilities as are Association. said today.
Vick at Cayce.
as there are professors.
stipation. uhich upset my stomae•h Myer Drug Co
Adv
Corn supplies have been near the
Mrs D. D. Davis. Mrs. Joe At- preferable today. Think what it
twill and baby. Mrs. Clem Atwill will be like a faw more years from quota It•vel for the past two years.
Mr. Pe.witt pointed out.
and children and Mrs. Clint Work- now?
Aside from the advantage of seThis is a critical year for corn
man and children spent one day
last week with Mrs. Rob Adams. curIng a better gymnasium. by in- farmers. the county chairman said.
Mr. and Mrs. E C. Moseley end corporating an auditorium in the Iwcause general business conditions
children of Union City and Mr. r.ew grade school. at very little may lead some farmers to think an
Mrs. Will Fields were Sunday more ,•xpense. there is a clefonte increased corn acreage is justified.
Close compliance with 1941 aert•
guests of Mr. and Ntrs. Bob Powt•II. advantage in setting up the project
NI, mbers of th,.• age allotments is the most eff, •••rv.
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Bellew and o.ith WPA
baby of Harmony community spent school board have visited several means of balancing the corn
Thursday ef last week with Mr. schools in this vicinity which have ,tith market needs and is ne,•
been erected with WPA he P. Un- to prevent surpluses from depress
and Mrs. Harry Sublett.
Mr. and Mrs. joiner. Mrs. R. A. der This plan all labor cost is borne! mg prices. Mr. Pewitt believe 'Workman and Ntrs. Clifton Work- by the fed, ral government. and the i In urging all corn grow(
man and children of near Fulton sahool district is allowed SIO for participate in the 1941 Agric...•
visited Mr. and Mrs. Clint Work- ,•.,c1. resn month 10 or spent upon I Conservation program by comply•
man and Mrs. D. D. Davis un Mon- such a project For instance. if 30 ing with allotments. Mr. Pewitt
n wor'Ned for one month. the cited the troubled of Argentine
day of last week.
Mrs. R. A. Fields spent Saturday al'ev, alley v.-ouict be 3300: or the corn farmers. whose production has
Arg,e'inii
afternoon with her niece. Mrs W same 30 men worked for eleven been unlimited.
In
ineeb of the 19-1(1 corn was
C. Tipton. Jr. a:A baby. Nial,:iari• months. It would mean $3.300.
WpA labor could be used to tear thy governmtnt for about 2
Ann. at !Lc's,— n
baby.
wn both the old buildines. and l- a busilel. Mr
Joe. Avis, ill and
Mrs
Pewit!. said
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Last Call

for State, County,
School and Levee
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I
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TAXES
Pay Before
ARCH 1st

Mere Ground Needed

t1

.
Automobile milea.
is terrific. The mil(
1940 were approx in • .
110/1 vt hicle miles. For 1960. expredicting 500 billion
perts are
miles. Think of the traffic problem this will create twenty years
hence.
niast train drive rs ra-Ay AI:
schools. at least high schools. should
be prepared to teach young people
the art of "safe driving"—not just
driving It brcomes the responsibility ef hoards of education to
Provide safe driving courses for
high school students so that they
will n,d be confronted in years to
come with a problem that is entirely unknown to them, and so
that C,cy will be entirely fan)iliar
with the correct way tn drive.
It's Smart to Drive Carefully'
Subscribe to THE NEWS.

411

•

Save Penalty and Interest!
proposal is to obtain 100 feet off
Carr's Park just across College
street
Removal cif old Carr-Institute
and the Science Hall building
spade...Ls playwe.ulc! provide
•frounds and an athletic field for
the high school. For years the
local school has been without a
park for its football games. and
has had to use the fair grounds
There are few high schools in the
state without their own athletic
field.
Looking at Finances
Seldom do you find a school system in cities the size of Fulton in
as good financial condition as the
local schools. Permanent and fix•
ed assets of the schools now tots,
$147 524 211. according to a recent-

also of using the means at-.
uncle'
: the AAA for avoiding
necessary production."
If it becomes necessary to proclaim marketing quotas for corn,
Mr. Pc w t pointed out. grov.vrs
will vote on their adoption
If
quotas are approved, nw
tors will be required te .
cess production or pay pc...
on excess marketing. If a I.
endum is Lek! and corn e.7 •
fail to approve quotas. core
nnot ! • r-a• ie.
11.i.
f •
leng st-'11 werren
•
larab.c. ta
It
a heir r.edio eon.,
to pole& up OA j,,,.es to r
them sound like new.

OWNERS OF DOGS MUST BUY TAGS OR BE PUNISHED
CArCE, KY.,
CRI'TCHFIELD,
CITY

I Will Ile Al
_ ..____
KI.,
__ _

FEB. 21th

__

FEB.. 25th

NA TION AL BANK,FULTON,K 1., 26th. 27th and

28th

O. C. HENRY
Sheriff and Tax Collector
V

lo•
•

0
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MAKE-OVER LIGHTING BEAUTIFIES 3OUDOIR I
•

SCIAre

!anon 22
Fettle 7
(liven 4
Davia
higlies 3
Stoker a
arms 2.
ue

•

On Vliircht 4, 1917, more that
th ••• years before
nation - with
!- ,iffrage was given to WOMI.11 1,•,,
constitutional
ainendment, "
Jeanette Rankin became the •
woman member of Congress.
her
election as Repo• • •
from the First District , •
ing. Her state had given s ,
thr ballot in 1914.

Ira. Pat-

famotia
Iles his
d make
LIS.

lb

loVI•

1(4-

•

Besides I.ending Charm to Bedroom, Light Con
ditioning Makes for Reading Comfort. Thanka to
Tallish Vanity Lamps, Make-Up Is Simplified.

years

•!.

wa.s
every
t suffer

By Jean Prentice
of the
ways to beautify
O NEbedroom,
or any 1,0111 in the
neW

house, in fact, is with new lighting.
There is a great difference between
this new lighting and the old. Persons who visited the World's Fairs
taught a glimpse of some of the
amazing new things being dune with
lighting, and this goes for home
lighting, too.
The illumination specialists have
worked out new and bettei ways to
light OW !Wines ju,t as the home
economic specialists havk worked
out more accurate recipes Jor cooking.
The re, Me for
w lighting, or
light conditioniim, in, hides three inyrtilititt•: I, enough light; 1, the
right quality of lighting; 3.,,emd distribution. The, ionibine to make
MOM lighting beautiful as well as
comfortable to the CyC.C.

INCA

xi splitoisoning
pa ins in
old legs

011.

HE'LL FIND A WARM WEI.COME HERE
•

•

promptstress. I
and I
I feel
in years
t easily.
•tiough."
herbal
ed with
bstitute.
at DeAd r.

Curtis Hancock will come into
McCracken county as its new assistant county agent under something of a handicap, but we are
confident that he
overcome it
in short order.
The leading farniers of this county, the men who have meant much
in carrying forward the progrant
of the extension service. had made
a request that John Koon, agricultural teacher at
Heath high
school, be made the assistant county agent, following the resignation
of Holmes Ellis. They had been
well impressed with Koon's work
at Heath, and with his personality.

•

•

•

Stoppage of saw graas growth eral years as legislative secretary
in the lake.
in Washington for the National
Raiaing the lake level from 282 Council for the Prevention of War,
to 284 feet above aca level, to in which her efforts were less sucdrown out the bUW grass and ex- cessful
tend the lake area.
She is not strictly a pacifist, as
Placing of a CCC camp at the
/the believes in
strong national
lake to &saint in clearing lake chan•
defense, but she is opposed to gonets and do other conservation
ing to war unless the United
works.
States in actually invaded by a
Possibility of converting
parts
hostile nation. She also favors
of the lake into a game refuge,
national referendum before a dec•
which would permit
tter corona.ation of war.
ment of existing rtfuge and migratNo one questions her sincerity
laws.
ory
!or patriotism, but it is likely that
she will be with the minority on
' of for, ign policy in the
'matter,
FIRST CONGRESSWOMAN

It is no reflection on Koon that
he was not given the position. The
extension service officials explained that no new employes are being inducted into the service now.
They decided to fill the vacancy
here by transferring Curtis Hancock from Clark county. where he
has been serving as assistant agent.
There probably are some people
here who think that is a pretty
weak excuse. and who feel that the
state officials will not pay any attention to local requests in the
assignment of extension agents.
That is rathir beside the point now.
however.
Mr Hancock was selected. Fortunately for McCracken county. he
is not a stranger to these parts. As
• native rf Ful.,,,) county. he

,11111 a tripe can be carried
out in the brilo,oni of even
111.)(1.'
,
1 i home is illustrated by the photo
shown here.
joan, a young schoolgirl, had a
hankering tor a prettier bedroom
.... and ry little money to spend
upon it. She decided to make lier
room more comfortable and attractive with improved lighting.
the
cciling socket, which had formerly
held a bulb in a glass shade, she
,crewed
new indirect adaptor fixture. The fixture went in as easy as
a bulb. It was a 150.watt silveredbowl bulb for an expanse of silky
Iteliting :ill through the room.
Over the heti she linked a wall
lamp with hour bowl to sift out
ihovilward place, and a 100-watt bulb
to give enough light.
A wall bracket WAS InOtitriliZed
miitkly with a little paint, a new
tainlle husk. small inner howl anil
shade, together with a 40-v..a.: L..14.

The
t.
.
hatle come in
sets. They give a new look to an
old bracket.
At the dressing table new boudoir
lamps tall enough to send light
smoothly over her face were substituted for an older squatty lamp.
1.7nder the new lighting the tiny
pink carnation patterns in the blue.
wall paper took on new distinction.
The luster of the blue silk dressing
table was more noticeable. The new
lighting did full justice, also, to the
heirloom "pineapple" quilt on the
lied.
No wonder that interior decorators today are giving more and more
attention to the type cif lighting
placed in a room. The old day of
•Itadows and pools of light in a room
have gone. Light conditioning with
its smoothness and suaveness has
taken its place as a recognized standard f
beauty.

knows farm conditions in the Purchase. lie has the advantage of being the son of S. E. Hancock, a
prominent farrntr and pioneer in
the use of limestone and other soil
improvement
and
conscrtation
method!), and can use that background for the benefit of the farmers of McCracken county.
We ane glad to sof- Mr. Hancock
come back to the Purchase. for vve
need down here our own boss via,
this
have framed themselves in
type of work. lie has a big job
awaiting him in McCracken county,
and at the outset we want to pledge
to him our cooperation and support.—Sun-Democrat.

GROWERS 3IAY REDUCE
ACREAGE IX EXCHANGE
FOR COTTON STAMPS
grower:,
Fulton County cotton
may earn cotton surplus stamps
of
voluntary reduction
through
tlasr cotton ia•res.ge this year be
low their 1940 measured acreages
allotments. which
tc their 1941
-ter are smaller. according to II.
M. Pew itt. Chairman of the Fulton County Agricultural Conservation Association.
Stamps earned by this voluntary
blly Oa reduction can bV liSed
ton goods and clothing from any
retail store.
supThis soluntart srogiarn
plementary to the basic C011bel'N'anal ity
• ograms of Vie
ti,
,

4

AAA and does not (hang( !nese
programs in any way. Mr. Pi wilt
said. it is being undertaktn primarily because export markets have
been shut off by the war. causing
cotan cxcess—e accumulatisn
ton stocks, and will be carried out
by the AAA and Surplus alarketmg Administration.
For making the additional voluntary reduction in 1941. Mr. Pewitt
stated. a farmer will receive cotton
stamps at the rate of 10 cents a
on the farm's normal yield
pou•
for underplanted acreage. A limit
of $25 in stamps for each family is
provided. except for owners of
more than one farm or of a farm
operated by more than one tenant
In these cases the amount of
stamps which can be exchanged
for acreage reductions is limited to
550.
r,e,Mtecl
The County chairman
out that underplanted tott,
age allotments in 194,1 will 7 •
fect allotments in 1942 at-. •
years. In a further expl., •
the way the stamp plan NV,
stated that a cotton farms
normal yield of 250 ibs. per
who grew 10 acres of cot!: n
1940 and has a 10 acre
for 1941 will be able to •
,
In stamps by planting (mi.
c.f cotton this year. On T:
hand. if the .same farmer •
9 acre.. of cotton last
v.-ould have to reduce his 194:
ton acreage to 8 in malt: to
:125 in stamps.

Tennessee Forbids Sale
Of Reelfoot Black Bass

She war, defeated for
largely bVenUSe she voted
'
a declaration of war on Gernians.
heing one of only six members of
the House to oppose that step
This year she returned to Congre5',
after an absence of 22 years, and
it is possible that she may ;._r'•
he confronted by the same qta
before her present term expir, s
Miss Rankin, now 80, has de•
voted a large part of her life 4,
two causes—woman suffrage and
peace. The first was victorious
when the 19th Amendment to the
Constitution was ratified in 1920
vand since then she ser,:ed for s,

lona Sliced
PEACHES
No. 2
10(

(an

Do You Hare .1 Hen Who Laid ?Si Eggs Last
Year?
A

Would You Like Pullets From A Hen Who Laid
281 Eggs'
You Will Find Them at- -

Fulton Kichery
"Chicks With A Personality"
•

The stoppage of silting frorn
11,,elfnot and other creek- intr. the
• • keiesitiCh is slowly tenet rting
he
tato a marsh.

W. W. Jones & Sons
Funeral Home
Phone 394
129 University
MARTIN, TENN.
A DMInetive Service Weil
ttithIn Your Maws

NOTICE
AUTOMOBILE OWNERS
The 1911 City Automobik Licenses are now
The price is

on sale at the City Clerk's Office.
the same

as last

year, $3.00.

March

10th

is

deadline for securing same.

1

K. P. Dalton I
CHIEF OF POLICE

FRUIT COCKTAIL .'"",

la" can 10(
can 10c
Pineapple Gems, Doles
A&P Pineapple Juice, 2 No. 2 cans 23c
Cherries. red. sour pit. 3 No.2 cans 29c

KEIFER PEARS
Sultana

NO

2

Grapefruit Juice

10c

1111•111

Goodwins
JELLIES

2

Jars

CHEESE
Amer. or Brick
lb.
Loaf

I

No. 2 cans 25c

3 cans 25(

ramPbell's
(most rarietzes

Green Giant Peas
Green Beans

1 38-":.
jars 15c
do:. 18c
lb. 32c
lb. 29c

Fresh Eggs
Roll Butler
Cream Cheese, Wisconsin

46c GRAPEAJUKE
Ginger

t

Qt. far

"1%

10c

KRAUT
!so 300
(an

Pretzel
STICKS

LB. 10c
sommine
— vis
Rajah
Cocoanut
• oq. (elk, loc
Bag

le. Yukon Club. 2 qt. bots. 15c

Crackcrs. Hampton's Soda.2 lb. bx. 15c
Sunnyfield Plain
FLOIR

14 bna: 61c
Canras
GLOVES

10(

8 O'Clock

COFFEE
1h.
hag

39c

A&P Soft Tui,t
BREAD

2

1 1; lb.
loaves

Vic

BLACK PEPPER

22c

bulk

lb. 10C

216. can 8c
Bak. Soda. Arm & Hammer. box 1c
Pancake Flour. Sunnyfield 20 o:. 5c

dexo

Iona
SALAD

Bak. Powder. Clab. Girl

Mr; Pure

l eg

lb.

Shortening

Carrots hider
Red Potatoes
Yellow ()trial's

10

DRESSING
Quart

39(

can
bunch 5c
lb. bag 17c

SPARKLE
Gelatin Desserts

4

15(

3 lbs.

IIIIIHR11011111111111111111
Sunnytield
CORN

Onions or Radishes
Lillore. large. Iceberg
New Cabbage

bunch 5c
head 10c
lb. 5c

FLAKES

3 for 15c

POT ROAST(."ice
chuckBet' LB. 21c
Round Steak
Pork lloast
Pork Sausage

lb.
lb. 17c
2 lbs. 29c

3

ll'hitelionse
Erap. Milk

II
ill Good Sliced

Smoked Picnics,
Cleansing
TISSIT
ISO
10(

Fresh 011iiters
Smoked Jowls

wHING

11c

Jar

5 lb. bag 17c

YCRK APPLES

BACON

Sheei.. 1.ke.

z gal. jar

Dill Pickles

LB.15c

sugar cured lb. 17c
pint 25c
lb. 10c

Ocean

Fish

2 lbs. 15c 10

Tall

10
(

Cans

L

WHITE
CORN
EA L

21c

STORES

1

1

15c

an

2 cans 25c
2 cans 27c
1 cans 29c

Del Maiz Nibkts

19( APPLE BUTTER

Mel-O-Bit

2

SOUPS

PEARS
No. 111:

16-oz. can 15c

Tomato Juice

Tomato Juice, Iona, I 2I-oz. cans 29c

f an

IONA BARTLETT

N°. 2 Can 10(

PEAS

Tt'llneSSee

Know What Ynu Buy Before You
Invest In Baby Chicks

imals into the Ark because he was
skeptical about the stork tradition.

No Specials - Low Prices Like These Every Day

PAIR
Constryaz., •
slots The government
indicated sthether it -.,.
its right to lease. but
govornment lease sections f :hi
lake. hunting and fishine
.iy would be interfered
•no other hand, the
-- terests would be to
•- r and more fish and
• -.ere.
Dr. G. R. Mayfield
• hairman, pointed out
•:.e sale of black bass
approval of all sports-- •
yen a large majority of t'
mg near the lake who had s
lv opposed the measure.
4nany sportsmen to
1.,,ot because of the comsrer,
sg of the !him has had a r - at,ria •
• ffect on income of Reelfaot sec.
'
.•,,,t1 guides. merchants re,
,..riving a living from The 1.
71,is result had changed •',e
• el of many former oortorincts
!he measure. he said.
intly
The commission

A woman ran keep a aecret,
It sometimes requires the coopei.
ation of her neighbors.
Perhaps Noal) took all those an-

TIME - STEPS - MONEY

Availability of parts

vit

as she was 24

SAVE...

1.

•

pot sent Congress,
ytars ago.

1

heir
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ducts would be necessitated. A peisons III all outdoor gymnasium.
Mrs. Lewis Holly of Fulton spent afternoon with Mrs. Walter Nishol
partial employment of these people About 20 of the bodies acre Lhasa
'Friday with Mr. and Mrs. Monroe as.
would make possible a slackening of athletes
I
Holly.
Mrs. Jennie Patrick has bet•ri
The British Empire. me. -ad
of the intensity of tarn' production.
Mr. and Ws. Alvin Mart of near for several days but is tenoned
Ntr. and Mrs. T. E. Murdaugli of
Mrs. Athel Frields has not been
Some of the poor land could be protectorates and territory -.Jet
apent Sunday with the hit- improving.
Selmer, Tenn • spent Sunday with iCayce
,so well and is in bed a portion of abandoned, less labor and materials mandate, covers practically onehlr. Richard Myatt, who is emparents, Mr. and Mrs. Jini
the latter's patents, Mr and Mrs.!ter's
the tinus U. L., her son. is also on
could be used on the better lands, fourth of the world's elluslutsble
Williamson.
ployed in Cairo, III., spent the
I
Wade.
Dee
;sick list.
as
had
and the efficiency of farm labor art:a, with a population of mons
%%tick end with his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Arvid Green
Mr.
at•
been
has
Mrs. J. I.. McClain
Mr and Mrs Tied Hudson spent
than onc-fourth of the eartles incould br increased.
Sunday guests, Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Dolan Myatt.
their
father,
her
of
I tending the bedside
Sunday in Water Valley visiting
WOlild be habitaitts.
soltition
of
Ntr. and Mrt.. Noah Veatch have
;Allen Cooper of near Croley. Mr.
type
"This
.George Brown, near Boadsville.
relatives.
to
and Mrs. Basil Veatch and Mrs. moved from this community
sante as that of other periods
disease may *Ire
lie who cures
!who has been seriously ill from a the
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Williamson and
and daughter, Lena FulghUnl. Friends v.ish them a
national history. Land in the skilfullest, but ite that OreVeatch
Noah
appendix. Ile is slightly in our
ruptured
family have moved to the farm
physician _T.
safest
the
it is
to Oa: new com- •
Ntr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson spent hearty wive
New England was abandoned when
Mrs. Alvin
'improved this week.
vacated by. Mr. and
brought clisms
Canal
•Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs. munity.
Erie
the
I J. W. Bynum is home from the
Harper
from the West, but judos
Marvin Lowery.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Cars•J•r and
r Clinic, where he un- products
Mr. and Mrs. "Buck" Cox and
chil- son and Mr. and Mrs. 'Poni Hud- Haws-Mass
and
Hill
Less
Mrs.
development in nearby cities
and
Mr
•
iderwent an appendix operation. He trial
daughters, Mary Frances and Lena ,
dren of Mayfield spent Sunday son were the Saturday gta•sts ef
created jobs for those displaced
is doing nicely.
Ruth, of Puryear, Tenn., and Miss
parents, Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson.
New England farms. In the
Cottage, night vcith Mrs. Hill's
of
Sullis an
Jack McClain will deliver from
may aged A. Hoot
Rev.
I
Dorothy
situation, so long as an
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Rushing and
'and Mrs. Jim Williamson.
NA, We NM•
.t.reath ag
(Ms Ustled thabear(
Salem Baptist churrh present
at
message
Grove. Tenn . spent Sunday night
a
l
At No tin+ sm.. Al didowl•
th•
6•1,
and
eniCarolyn,
non-farm
and
of
Gene
amount
children,
adequate
.... thhhile
gusets of Mr. and
••••Ael uo
••• luoilt•
on the first Sunday in March. The
With Mrs. Cox's and Miss Sullivan's , The Sunday
the 110•111of
wad*
bull
e. fre•
manwere
the
Everheardt
available,
Bell
ployment is not
Mr. and Miss Mary
wo
Fog Arid Isoll,(144m
mellelneo
r public is invited to hear this
brother. Mr. James Sullivan, and Mrs. Dolan Myatt were:
•n• ••••••••
rni.r 1.0.6 40.11'1 pre.
power backed up on the farne
children. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Everheardt
and
BroWn
West
Mrs.
ent1 melee 1,4ACILJI MA., ISM*. lp.
to
tAAll•
enterrecently
has
who
Sullivan.
young man
Mrs
than
rather
presses toward more
Harold, Hazel, of near Clinton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lowery Adrnath. William
less intensive uses of land.
Mr. and
near vdWto
i•pent Sunday night with Mr. and Lester. Minis and Noami,
Miss Hilda Fortner of
up on nea•
hrek rnhiansistbe
rY•
held
n
e
SUBSCRIBE FOR—
Mrs. Cliatilie Finch and con, Eugene. Croley Spence tht• week end with
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